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L. A. Gause Is Manager First Annual Agricultural Festival
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Fair To Feature Parade, TIGERS TACKLE CATS
Exhibits, Booths, And Hop
Modern Colors Order Of The C Locals Seek
To Tie Loss
To Bedeck Hall
On Kentucky
As Roman Plays

All

Branches of Agriculture
to Be Included in Gala
Event
AG BALL FOLLOWS

The first fall festival of the
School of Agriculture, a gala event
which according to present plans Is
to be an annual affair at Clemson,
will be staged Friday, November 9.
PLANS NOT FINISHED
'Detailed plans are not ready ror
publication, but general plans already revealed by officials of the
Agricultural School indicate that it
is to be an occasion which will
draw large crowds to the campus
from throughout the state.
The festival will take the rorm of
a large exposition demonstrating
to the numerous visitors and students of other schools of the college the nature and scope of the
work in the Agricultural School,
and having as added attractions a
(Continued on page eight)

COACHES NEELY, HOWARD
JONES, AND DAVIS SIGN
LONG TERM CONTRACTS

Head Mentor Jess Neely and
his assistants, Joe Davis, Frank
Howard, and Bob Jones have
all signed long term contracts
to remain at the helm of Tigertown's athletics.
iNeely catae to Clemson in
1931 from the University or
Alabama, where
he assisted
Wallace Wade. He has a LL.B
degree from Vanderbilt.
Frank
Howard
graduated
from the University of Alabama
in '31, and joined the Tiger
coaching staff that fall.
A graduate of Southwestern,
Joe Davis signed up with the
Bengals' at the beginning of
Neely-'s initial year, and lias
coached football and basketball
since that time.
Bob Jones is a local graduate,
and starred here in football and
basketball before taking a position as coach three years ago.

GORDON

IS CAPTAIN

Fifty Tiger sharpshooters answered Captain J. P. Gammonl's
first call for local rifle team candidates Friday night; these included Charlie Gordon, captain of the
team; C. M. Watson, manager; ana
S. M. Littlejohn, coach.
The indoor rifle range under 3rd.
barracks is being put into condition
to handle all members of the Corps
who desire to shoot, whether or not
they are trying for the rifle team.
Captain Gammon is to bead tne
rifle team's/ work, and, will De assisted by Sgt. Aubrey Kline.
Practice will be held every afternoon from 2 until 5 o'clock and
(Continued on page eight)

GOODALE SOON LEAVES
FOR CLEVELAND TO BE
PRESENT AT MEETING

BLOCKING IMPROVES

TO BE IN FIELDHOUSE
Tomorrow night the "trippers"
of the light fantastic will dance
to the strains of Joe Roman's Pennsylvanians in a fieldhouse emblazoned with the colorful streamers
of the four local social fraternities,
Sigma Phi, Alpha Chi Psi, Kappa
Phi, and Sigma Ep.fi! o.a.
COLORFUL DECORATIONS
An obelisk in the center of the
floor will act as a hub from which
a background of black and white
crepe hangings will be draped. The
(Continued on page eight)

FIFTY SHARPSHOOTERS
TENNIS TOURNAMENT
Forestry
Group
REPORT TO GUN GOAGH
Elects Officers GETS UNDER WAY AS
Capt. Gammon Opens Indoor
Range for Afternoon
RAGQUETEERS BEGIN
George Voted President of
Practice
New Forestry- Club at
First Meet

Last Engagement, In '29, Fell
to Wildcats 44 to 6
:"*

Social Frats Sponsor First Formal Dance of Season

Company Matches Must Be
Run Off Prior to October
17th

Clemson's newly organized Forestry Club held its initial meeting
last Thursday, and began drawing
The annual fall tenms tournaup plans for this year's work.
ment, started Monday under the
The 20 men present at the first direction of Freddie Kirchner. This
gathering drew up a three fold pur- year both a singles and a doubles
pose of, the organization: (1) to tourney will be run off.
create a more intimate feeling
COURTS ARE O. K.
among forestry students, (2) to
The courts are once again In
discuss forestry and related sub- good condition, and it is expected
jects, and (3) to make plans for that the racquet-wielding artists
participation in the coming "Au- will find plenty of competition.
tumn Festival".
Tennis Coach Hoke Sloan lost sevGEORGE IS PRESIDENT
eral men through graduation and
An election of officers was also this tourney should give him a good
held at the meeting. A. M. George line on next year's team.
(Continued on page eight)
(Continued on page two)

F.E.RA. Pays 131 Clemson Cadets
$1965 Monthly For All Types Work

(ED. NOTE: In each issue during
football season THE TIGER will
run the name of the week's best
blocker. Coach Jess Neely is to
pick the man after each game.)

Three men are awarded the
"Order of the C" for the Duke
game in Durham this past Saturday.
Those whom Coach
Jess Neely has picked are Mfic
Folger, Bill Dillard, and T. I.
Brown. (A picture of Brown,
husky tackle, is shown above.)
Neely remarked yesterday
that "I wouldn't say that there
was any outstanding blocking
in the Duke Game."

Allison Off For
TBP Gathering

After several days of extensive
blocking practice Clemson's Purple
and Gold eleven takes off for Lexington where it engages a strong
University of Kentucky team day
after tomorrow.
Back in 1929 the Tigers took a
highly touted, undefeated football
team to the home of the Wildcats""
and the Big Blue warriors wore
themselves out iirossing the goal
line to win, 44 to 6.
RUNNING IN THE RED
This year the locals have no sucn
record behind them prior to meet(Continued on page two)

BROTHERHOOD INDUCTS
FIVE TOJEMBERSHIP
Quintet Prominent Sophs Initiated into Honorary
Body

The initiation of five sophomores
President of Tau Beta Goes to into the Tiger Brotherhood, last
New York Convention
Monday night opened the year's activities for this local honor fraAt the last regular meeting of ternity.
The "first degree rites"
Tau Beta Pi held last year, Ar- were conducted in the clubroom.
CARRIED "KEYS"
thur Allison, president of the orEach spring one freshman from
ganization, was voted, the local delegate to the annual national con- each department of the school Is
vention of Tau Beta Pi to be held chosen and is inducted the roiiowin New York on the 11th, 12tn, ing fall. For about the last two
weeks of last May, however, the
and 13th of this month.
"cubs" carried around the wooden
THROUGH RADIO CITY
After the convention is over, the Brotherhood key as part of the indelegates will be carried througn formal initiation. The boys being
(Continued on page two)
Radio City. Many other interesting
things are being planned for the
Tau Beta delegates.

By Their Words

ORIGIN OF CONVULSIONS
I've got too many taking cnemIS LAIN TO KOJIC ACID; istry this year, so watch where you
RECENT SCIENTIFIC FIND keep your eyes.

—Hunter

Professor B. E. Goodale, associate professor of Dairying, will
soon attend a nation-wide Dairy Industries Exposition in Cleveland.
This exposition is composed of
conventions of the International Association of Market Milk Dealers
and the Ice Cream Manufacturers,
and will be held in a spacious auditorium.
ONE OF 28 DELEGATES
Professor Goodale will be on duty
In the American Dairy Science Association booth along with 28 otner
representatives from state colleges
in the United States.

BY J. C. BURTON
The Federal Emergency Relief
Administration which was begun iu
January under the title of Civil
Works Administration, but wnich
was retitled this summer as tne
FERA has again leaped to the cause
of education and enabled many to
enter college who were unable to
pursue their courses of study any
further without some financial aid.
131 STUDENTS WORK
At present 131 Clemson students
hold FERA positions in which they
are allowed to work during their
spare moments, and partly defray

their college expenses. These students were picked from the 500
applicants because they had better
class or high-school records or because they were in worse position
financially.
If at any time it is
discovered that the FERA work
is interfering with the student'6
scholastic record the position will
be cancelled and awarded someone
else.
$1965 PAID MONTHLY
Under the present system, students are allowed to work 50 hours
per month at thirty cents per hour
(Continued on page two)

A discovery which it is believed may have disclosed the origin of
convulsions has been reported by
Dr. Theodore E. Friedemann or
the University of Chicago.
IS PECULIAR ACID
Kojic acid, a peculiar acid which
the body makes out of sugar, was
injected into dogs in experiments
to discover whether it could be
substituted for sugar in cases of
diabetes. In small quantities it
worked well. In large quantities
it poisoned the dogs and, like overdoses of insulin, caused violent
convulsions.

Gentlemen, I was oblivious to We
time. Why didn't some one caution me?
—Khodes
Close up those lab manuals while
you are taking this quiz.
—zur Burg
The tendency is to let your temper run away with you on paper.
—Arcner
The dirtiest ears come from using too much soap.
—Brearley
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Quintet Of Seniors Initiated Into Scabbard, Blade
«<1£S£S

BROTHERHOOD INDUCTS SMITH SPEAKS AT
FIFTEEN VOLLEYBALL MUSTARD, ALLISON, CUMMINGS, SMITH AND
PLATT TAKEN IN MILITARY FRATERNITY
FIVE
TO MEMBERSHIP
VESPER SERVICES TEAMS_VE FOR TITLE
(Continued from page one)
Religion's Need for Youth Ex- Tourney to be Conducted Afpressed by Local Pastor
ter State Fair Holidays

taken in are !W. A. Lawton (General Science),
R.
S. Campbell
(Chemistry), W. A. Speer (Architecture), W. K. Lewis (Textile),
and J. J. Moorehead (Agriculture).
MUSTARD IS PRESD3ENT
The Tiger Brotherhood ie looking
forward to a successful year under
the leadership of Allan MustaTd,
president; Julian Metz, vice-president, and Charles Farmer, secretary-treasurer.

"Religion Needs Youth" was the
Fifteen volleyball aggregations
topic spoken on by Rev. J. O. Smith, have been organized by the comlocal Methodist pastor, at the Ves- panies in the regiment and will
soon participate in regularly scheper services in the Y auditorium
duled games.
Sunday night.
The only organization not to have
STRESSES THREE REASONS
a team of its own will De tne
Rev. Smith developed, a trio of Regimental Staff, and the men on
reasons why youth ie needed by re- it will play with the companies
ligion. He stressed, the fact that re- on which they room.
TOURNEY IS DELAYED
ligion needs the vision of youth,
The tournament, originally planthe creative ability of the younger ned to start within a day or two,
generation, along with its youthful will not get under way until after
strength.
the state fair. Instead, of the tour(Continued, from page one)
nament at present, scheduled conYOUTH CAN HfcLf*
tests will be held. Four matches
The speaker said, "The youth of
thereby enabling them to earn $15
will be played daily, two in the aftoday
can magnify and multiply,
per month. The funds which go to
ternoon and two at night.
FERA students labor total the sum and manifest the religion of today
FLAN NEW COURTS
in a way as to bring it nearer to
•f $1965 per month.
Plans have 'been made to place
a predominating factor in the life
DO VARIED WORK
two outside courts by the tennis
The FERA students are involved of tomorrow's youth."
courts; in addition, portable equipin almost every kind, of work exment will be used on the small
FERA laborers may be parade ground.
cept the actual instruction of stu- paratus.
dents in the class room.
Some seen any afternoon stringing across
correct papers, others paint, while the campus donned in their workLET'S BEAT KENTUCKY
«thers are cleaning laboratory ap- ing costumes.

K

On Injured List

Company, 7th Regiment
Elects Trio of Officers
HAVE NINE MEMBERS

131 GLEMSON CADETS
HOLD FERA POSITIONS

An injured shoulder will
probably keep Guard Bill Croxton out of the Kentucky scrap
in Lexington Saturday afternoon.
Croxton started in the Duke
contest last weekend but sustained injuries during the game
that may keep him on
bench for a few days.

at* f/uxceos

the

A formal initiation of five pledges into K Company, 7 th Regiment
of Scabbard and Blade, along with
the election of three new officers,
was held Monday night.
Those formally inducted into the
local chapter of the national honorary military frat were Lieutenant Colonel A. C. Mustard, Majors
A. W. Allison and C. E. Cummings,
and Captains W. G. Smith and W.
M. Platt.
THREE OFFICERS ELECTED
At a meeting following the Initiation A. C. Mustard was elected
first lieutenant, S. R. Spann was
voted second lieutenant and W. G.
(Smith was elected 'first sergeant.
The captain of the organization Is
Duke Richardson, who was elected
to that position at the end of last
year.
SMITH IS DELEGATE
W. G. Smith was voted as a delegate to the national convention to
be held at the Netherland Plaza
hotel in Cincinnati about November
15, with C Company, 4th Regiment
acting as host.
The induction of the new members brings the present membership
or the organization to nine. In addition to the new men the members
are: Duke Richardson, Louis Cochran, S. R. Spann, and. George Chaplin.

TENNIS TOURNAMENT
NOW IN FULL BLAST
(Continued from page one)

m ::

THE RULES GIVEN
Rules governing the tournament
are as follows:
1. Company matches will consist of the best two out of three
sets.
2. 'Matches in the Regimental
tournaments will consist of the
best three out of five sets.
3. Set a definite time with your
opponent as soon as possible so
that all the company matches can
be run off.
4. Company matches must 'be
run off by Wednesday, October 17,
1934.
Winners of the Regimental tournament will be declared "College
Champs."

i
o
act right in a pipe—bum
slower and smoke cooler
♦ • •

An the manufacture
of Granger Rough Cut Pipe
Tobacco the Wellman Process
is used.
The Wellman Process is different from any other process or
method and we believe it gives
more enjoyment to pipe smokers.
... it gives the tobacco an extra flavor and aroma

TIGER ELEVEN OFF
FOR WILDCAT TILT
(Continued, from page one)

...it makes the tobacco act
right in a pipe—burn
slower and smoke cooler
... it makes the tobacco milder
...it leaves a clean dry ash
—■ no soggy residue or heel
in the pipe bowl
LIGGETT
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e wish
in some way we con
every man who smokes apt,
to just try (atunger

ing Chet Wynne's proteges. The
Neelymen have one lone victory
marked up for them in the scoring
book, with a pair of losses marked
in red on the debit side of the
ledger.
In an interview last night, Neely
said, "Kentucky is supposed to have
a powerful team. They beat Cincinnati 27 to 0 last week. Berore
that they lost 7 to 0 to Washington and Lee, but it was in a downpour of rain."
SHOULD BE GOOD GAME
The Tigei coach refused to comment on prospects ojf the loqals
other than say that "it should be
a good game if this blocking we've
been working on comes through."
Croxton, inabinet, and Troutman
are on the injured list at present,
but there is a chance that Troutman will piay Saturday.
LET'S BEAT

KENTUCKY
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Blue Devils Pitchfork 20-6 Victory Over Tigers
Shoulder Is Hurt

Poets Don't
Die Young?

College poetry classes may experience a boom this year as a result of a discovery made by flie
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
that, contrary to an old superstition, poets do not necessarily die
young. Neither do musicians. Tlie
idea that mathematicians live to a
ripe old age is just as unround,
according to the discovery.
STUDY 238 ARTISTS
The company's statisticians made
a study of 7 5 poets, 8 2 mathematicians and 81 musicians, their
Another Tiger gridster on the
names selected at random. The
injured list at present is C. J.
average ages were found to 'be—
Inabinct, powerful guard, who
poets, 64.05 years; musicians, 62.
is slated to watch the Bengal27 years, and mathematicians, 6 4.
Wildcat tight in Lexington Sat26 years.
urday from the bench, due to a
It is believed the old superstituhurt shoulder.
tion about poets dying young and
mathematicians living to abnormally old age sprung up because there
have been some notable instances
of each.
NEWTON LIVED TO 85 '
On the mathematics side Sir
Isaac Newton died at 85, LaGrange
at 7 7, and Legendre at 81.
In poetry, Shelley died at 30,
Keats at 26, Burns at 37.
Papers Must Be in Before NoOf the famous musicians, Chopin
vember 1; Word Limit,
died at 39, Schubert at 31, and
2500 Words
Mozart at 3 5.
But these were all the exceptions
TITLE IS GIVEN
instead of the rule.

ESSAY CONTEST TIME
LIMIT ANNOUNCED BY
AGRICULTURE SCHOOL

In response to requests from va- FOURTEEN WELL KNOWN
rious Southern 'agricultural colWRITERS WILL LECTURE
leges, the closing time for the esON MODERN LITERATURE
says on "The Advantages of Diversification to the Southern FarmFourteen of the nation's roreer" has been extended from OctoDmost
writers are to join in giving
ber 15 to November 1. This generosity was given by the Gulf States lectures in a new course in "LitSteel Company of Birmingham, Ala., erature of Today" to be added this
sponsor of the Southwide eesay con- fall to the curriculum of the Cotest.
lumbia University Extension cours2500 WORD LIMIT
The number of words is limited es.
ARE WELL KNOWN
to 2500 words.
(Note this as a
The
new faculty members are
correction to last week's TIGER.)
Frost,
Louis Bromneld,
The work must be typewritten, dou- Robert
ble spaced, and on letter size paper. George Kelly, Carl Van Doren,
All interested agricultural stu- Thomas Beer, Theodore Dreiser,
dents will note this extension of John E'rskine, Joseph Wood Krutcli,
time and should be governed ac- Struthers Burt, Archibald MacLeisch, John Chamberlain, Henry
cordingly.
Hazlitt, Elmer Rice and MMdleton
LET'S BEAT KENTUCKY
Murray.

FOUR COMPANIES HAVE
ENTERED VOLLEY BALL
TOURNEY; EXPECT MORE
The volleyball competition at
the local Y is well under way
and Companies B, D, H, and (i,
led by Wingard, Davis, Thoile,
and OIT, respectively, are already entered for official competition.
The entire intramural sports
program is ready to start, and
in a short time volleybaliers,
baskeballers, and handball enthusiasts will have a chance to
demonstrate their ability.
The volleyball tourney will
be the first in a series 10 oe
conducted on the campus oy
Freddie Kirchner, YMCA physical director. A number oi teams
are being gathered and indications point toward a lively contest for the championship whlcn
was won by the Band last year.

Suffers Leg Injury

INITIAL SOUTHERN CONFERENCE TILT PROVES
DISASTROUS TO TIGERS AS DUKE PRESENTS
A WORTHY FOE REN ON TITLEJjECOGNITION

Cynicism J)ld
Says Wooley
Don't think you are modern just
because you are a cynic. The advice is that of Dr. Mary E. Wooley,
president of Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Massachusettes,
who recently gave it to ner students.
"Pessimism, cynicism, is as oldfashioned as human nature itself,'"
she said, "and the cynic of today,
instead of being an initiator, is an
imitator.
CYNICISM CONTAGEOUS
"If you are honest you win realize that you are crippled by it in
your own work, in your own ability to achieve. It leads to weakness
in the influence over others. Cynicism is contageous, more contageous
than smallpox.
"It is foolish to ignore the difficulties that confront us, but will
pessimism
help in surmounting
them?
Constructive, not destructive, thinking is needed, faith that
there is a way out and that it can
be found."

FINE TO BE CHARGED
LATE PHOTO SITTERS
Editor of TAPS Requests That
Corps Has Pictures Made
CLUBS INCLUDED

John Troutman, Bengal tackle, who sustained a leg injury
in the Duke fracas in Durham
last Saturday will prohably not
enter the Kentucky game day
after tomorrow.
To date, Troutman has given
an excellent account of himself
in the Tigers' forward wall ana
has gained a great deal of yardage with his educated toe.

An announcement has been made
by H. D. Nottingham, Editor-inChief TAPS that Wednesday, October 17, will be the last day that
students can have individual pictures taken without paying a penalty of twenty-five cents.
PICTURES HALF TAKEN
Over half of the individual pictures have been taken and students
are urged to cooperate with the
TAPS staff by having their pictures
taken in the next few days.
Presidents of clubs are asked. i.o
get the clubs organized as soon as
possible as club pictures will be
taken in the next few weeks. Only
full page pictures will be put In
the annual this year.
TURN IN BEAUTIES
According to H. A. Webb, photo editor TAPS, there have been
very few pictures turned in to be
selected for the beauty section.
Students intending to turn in pictures are asked to do so berore the
Saturday following the state fair.
CITADEL INTELLECTS TO
HELP "WEAKER SISXEiiS "

MAE WEST in "BELLE OF THE NINETIES"... a Paramount Picture, directed by Leo McCarey

Hinson Registers Bengal Tally
in Second Period of
Heated Fray
GROUNDS

WATERSOAKED

Making their initial appearance
of the year as a contender for Southern Conference honors the Royal
Bengals from Clemson journeyed to
Duke Saturday and returned, to Tigertown holding the smaller end of
a 20 to 6 score.
CORNELIOUS STARS
Led by their brilliant quarterback, Cornelious, the Blue Devils
pitchforked their way Lo a score
early in the first quarter. The try
for extra point failed.
The Tiger
blood was aroused and me Neeiymen launched a hot passing attack
that failed of its purpose. Troutman let one fly off his educated
pedal extremity for 50 yards.
An exchange of punts ensued and
the quarter ended with a pair of
Purple and Gold arms wrapped
around the pigskin.
.. ;;
PARKER GOES OVER
In the opening minutes or the
second quarter, Berry passed, and
Duke intercepted. The Wajesmen
began to display an aerial attack
themselves, and they clicked. Parker lugged the leather across the last
white stripe from the 5 yard line.
A moment later he kicked, tne point
lor conversion.
RANDY HINSON SCORES
Snarling at the Durham aggregation, the Tigers went into action
rather spasmodically. Taking a Blue
Devil punt on the 10 yard marker
Hinson ran it back to tne 35.
Another exchange of puntJ, and the
Tigers' first scoring chance of the
fracas came into sight. On the last
punt Hinson signalled for a fair
catch on the Devil's 42. Hinson
gained four at right guard and then
passed. 13 yards to Roddy Kissam
for a first down on Druse's 25. Folger tried twice and gained four
yards. McCown took one of Hinson's aerial tosses and set the pigskin down on the 12 yard stripe.
Dillard failed t» gain. Duke was
penalized for five. Hinson look the
ball from Folger on a reverse and
scooted around right end for the
Bengals' first and last score. Fellers' try for extra point was blocked.
RUNS 68 YARDS
Things started, popping early in
the second half. Gathering in a
punt on Duke's 32 yard stripe Cornelius sped down the sidelines behind a powerful net of interference,
and crossed the goal line. Parker
added the point after goal.
This ended the scoring in the
fracas. The Neely proteges made
several valiant attempts to punch
their way through the Wademen,
but were checked each time.
The Durham team netted 7 first
downs while the Tigers accounted
for 8, but the Devils made 105
yards from scrimmage to the 80
chalked up for the Bengal crew.
(Continued on page six)

The Citadel will soon install a
tutoring system in which the better students will act as tutors for
the "weak sisters".
These cadet
tutors will receive special privileges,
while those who are deficient will
receive penalties including a Saturday night study hall instead of Sat- LOS ANGELES SCHOOL HAS
POLICE TO CONTROL MOB
urday night leave.
The object of
Students at Los Angeles Junior
the system is to decrease "student
mortality".
In other words, It is College could easily have furnished
hoped that under the new system material for a mob-scene, if there
fewer students will drop out of had been a camera or two bandy.
college because of failure to pass At the recent registration the enrollment was so large that the sertheir work.
vices of police reserves wer required to keep the students in line.
LET'S BEAT KENTUCKY
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EDITORIAL
COLLEGE MAN, WHAT NOW?
A new undergraduate philosophy is sprouting up on the
campii of America. We could blame it on the depression, for
that part of the business cycle is already punchdrunk from
taking the count for everything from flattened pocketbooks to
enlarged thyroids. We might attribute it to an increased interest in the natural and social sciences. The cause, however,
is relatively unimportant. It remains that the collegian is now
averse to placing his back to the breeze and drifting along
with the current. The embalmed certitudes of the older generation are being exhumed, and apparently are showing signs
of decomposition. In short, the college man's sense of values
is changing.
Those who have gone on before, and -are now secure in
their senility, lean back in swinging chairs, describe circles
with their thumbs, and muse that youth is as ambitious, optative, aspiring, and desirous of achievement as ever. It may
be that, or it may be more. The collegian, externally, has not
changed much in the past few years. He drives as sanely or
as recklessly as before. He dresses just as conservatively or
as flashily as ever. Outwardly he is the same. The metamorphosis is an internal one, and stirrings of dissatisfaction are
lodged between intercollegiate ears.

--that he wonders how the little
mountain gal up at Highlands succeeded in getting the cap of Corporal Raymond O'Cain of the band.
OSCAR SATS

that when a Clemson student
(Baron iS-4 Anderson) ties a Lander student's shoestrings in front
of Anderson College on a Sunday
afternoon that's news.
—. —OSCAB SAYS

-

■
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of the word he wanted.
Anyway
.NEW LOW
There is always a certain amount /hey can't say we aren't trying our
of more or less foul jesting going darndest to controverse.
on among our group of athletes
but most of it is sadly unprintable. PRIDE
Since that first historic run undei
However we can let you in on a
few recently compiled statistics. the direct supervision of Lt. Col.
When Al Yarborough started calling Tobey there has been much specuthe squat Mr. Clarence Inabinet, lation as to how it all began. There
"lowby" Mr. Inabinet became irked. have been many theories advanced.
He demanded a measurement. When We favor this one. That first cold
the figures were compiled they gray dawn the Lt. Col. was just a
showed that Mr. Yarborough is some trifle sleepy. Instead of giving the
three inches taller than Mr. Inabi- correct command, he bassed out
net and that Mr. Inabinet's legs are a "squads right." When he glanced
some two inches longer than' Mr. up a moment later he saw his battalion marching away from him into
Yarborough's.
the fog.
Ignoring the "as-youweres" he raced to the head of the
SOCIAL NOTE
The Brenau delegation arrived column, searching for a command
Saturday at the Bradley homestead that would save his face. After a
for the first time this year. They moment he had a thought, gave
include two very lovely new faces, "double time", and made history.

that in shaking hands and having
dates Sophomore "Ima champ" Wail
from the peach center has difficulMiss Wakefield of Charlotte and
ties, due to the board strapped to
Miss Hambly of Salisbury. Also the
his good right arm.
very familiar face of Miss Elizabeth
.
OSCAH SATS
1
Adams. Another hit of news that
that the regimental adjutant, Mr.
will hit two or three hundred of
Alonzo Lorenzo Gilliam, may call
you pretty hard; Mary Mandalou
Frances to attention, 'but he can't
didn't return to school this year.
read her notices.
OSCAR SAYS

OCTOBER

CONTROVERSY

--that if you have aspirations In
Maybe we are a hit dense but
this social lion line just ask Square
somehow part of a very insulting
Gibson about those "poiple" suite.
paragraph in the Carolina Gamecock
-OSCAR SAYS__that Schnozz "3 button, 1 button doesn't seem to make for logic.
to button" Dobson is just before The slur is headed Teapot Tempest
putting Hoke in the hreadlines of and reads thusly:
"The Clemson Tiger becomthe unemployed with his suit selling
pressed for material to fill
ing.
one of its even-lousier-thanOSCAR SATS
usual issues, resorted, to a
that Drum Major "Long" Swans
story
published in the State by
has been going around with a wora
Carolina
co-ed.
Then, not
ried look on his face since the Atcontent with that, the editor
lanta trip.
took pen in hand and wrote an
OSCAR SAYS
editorial about it.
Dean J.
__that he is sure Sarah Vaughn
Rion
McKissick
commented,
appreciates all those nice letters
'That's the basis for a nice conPress "I'm a senior private, so
troversy.'
So this year the
what?" Woodside dashes off these
Gamecock
will
transfer its favdays.
OSCAR SAYS
ors from the Furman Hornet
to the Clemson Tiger."
that he hopes Joe Roman doesn't
We can't quite grasp with our
turn out to he another Bert Lown.
feeble intellect how anyone can
OSCAR SAYS —__that although "Juicy" Coleman make a controversy out of that.
is quite a rambler around these Maybe the Dean just couldn't think
parts, a certain Pendleton lass has
made up her mind to put a stop
to such doings. For shame, Juicy!

EXCHANGE
Running the risk of being accused
of stealing Mr. Mjetz's stuff we print
an excerpt from the Cornell Sun
which might arouse a hearty chuckle.
"In his younger and more frivolous days Professor Blank had spent
a pleasant evening drinking, not
wisely but too well.
Battening
down his hatches he set sail for
home only to discover when he arrived in the vicinity that he had no
idea which house was his. With
characteristic ingenuity, he squared
his shoulders, marched to the nearest door and pounded lustily upon
it. When the lady of the house
finally came to see what was causing all the to-do, the pedagogue
curtly asked, "Can you tell me
where
Professor
Blank lives?"
"Why", gasped the surprised young
thing "You are Professor Blank."
"My dear young lady", retorted the
professor, "You are evading the
question."
THIS WEEK'S OUTSTANDING CADET
Freshman T. J. Boselli who, when
asited if he was going to evening
watch, (replied, "Why should a?
I'm not on guard duty."

OSCAR SAYS

_-that Skillet Holt, who designed
the mess jacket, now has designs
on a Brenau femme, and Gainesville had better watch out.
_—

OSCAR SAYS

WESTERN FRAT MEN RUSH

that he wonders why "Red" and
JAIL AND MAKE PLEDGES
Shack don't bring "Red" and Mary
over to trip the light fantastic any
It seems that verbal persuasion
more.
\ ijtiM was not effective enough to suit
OSCAR SAYS
the members or a fraternity at a
that Pick "Now that reminds me well-known western university, so
of an incident" Brearley had to they decided to use more forceful
remove the jar of pickled brains methods in obtaining pledges. With
from his desk as some of our the aid of the sheriff they had four
weaker stomached fellows couldn't very desirajble prospects held in
jail on minor charges. The memtake it
bers of the fraternity then assemOSCAR SAYS
--that the E Company dance at the bled, at the jail and "rushed" the
Y Saturday night was okay, 'cept bewildered prisoners through the
for the fact that most of the An- bars. The plan worked, and one
derson college freshmen wouldn't hour later pledging ceremonies were
held in the cell.
(or couldn't) dance.

The student is beginning to think—just a little! But the
collegiate "thinker" is quite unlike the fellow who stuck a
determined chin on husky fist and posed for Rodin. He hasn't
a pair of rounded shoulders, and he most decidedly does not
stroll around the campus with a far away look in his eyes and j
a copy of Spengler in his pocket. The student may think without ever hearing of Eddington, Planck, Jeans, Child, Coghill,
Lotka, Ritter, Sharp, Jennings, Northrup, Haldane, Huxley,
Koffka, Kohler, Wertheimer, Lewin, Smuts, Martin, Adams,
Cosgrove, Chase. The best "shagger" on the dance floor may
OSCAR SAYS
also be the best thinker there. The college man with highly
developed synaptic connections is no longer eccentric; in the —that Captain "In case of fire,
grab the morning report ana run" YEAH, HE GRADUATED DOWN
majority of cases he falls into the ' regular feller" category.
AT CAROLINA; BUT HE GOT
Archer says this is a good column,
HIS START UP AT OLEMSOIN
and
who
is
Oscar
to
argue
with
the
It all amounts to this: the undergraduate is gradually be"Cap'n"?
A group of University of Soutn
coming rounded and broadened. He no longer confers GodOSCAR SAYS
■
Carolina students who are deeply
head on the man whose pockets jingle with coin; the key dethat Willie Lippincott, official interested in their Alma Mater are
clension of the American language has ceased to be "lucer,
H2S generator, gets the applause at present earnestly collecting tuelr
lucris, lucre." Living is on a par with making a living in the when he strolls across the stage at
pennies, according to a rumor now
mind of youth. "Bull sessions" are getting away from useless chapel time to play our antiquated current. They look to the purchase
subjects, and are being turned into discussions of college pro- g
of a baby rattle for James P. MoOSCAR SAYS
zingo, "Baby of the House", acblems, professors who fly under false colors, and proper meththat "Weeping Willie" Webb cording to the News and Courier,
ods of expressing student thought and opinion.
seems to always be in a hurry to and "Young Mule", according to
The restless student is at last looking into the mirror and get to Anderson in his boots these his own statement.
candidly asking himself, "College man, what now?"
weekends.
—The GamecocK

FORMAL MAGAZINE CARRD3S
INFORMAL STORY OF BYRON
A Columbia University professor
annually repeats to his classes a
joke in connection with the study
of Byron. It runs: "Byron had an
admirer who wrote him dally requesting an interview at which she
would take but a few moments of
his precious time. This kept up for
a year and finally, overcome by
curiosity and impatience, the godlike Byron granted the interview.
"And", concludes the professor,
"we may rest assured that It was
a most extraordinary interview. For,
in short time, she became the motner of one of his children. . ."
—Formal

RANDOLPH MACON PAPER
NOW GOING WEBSTERIAN
Acocrding to the Randolph-Macon
YELLOW JACKET, the following
are
city
definitions of country
terms:
Corn—liquor.
Fodder—male parent.
Shock—to make one surprised.
Seed—past tense of see.
Irrigate—exasperate.
Horse—from a cold.
Crop—a game played with dice.
Fowl—dirty.
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"Rat" Johnstone Cops Big Apple
Race; Bosselli of B'klyn Second
I*
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"Over hill, over dale; all
the Rats have hit the trail;
An' the apples are rollin'
along!" Freddie Kirchner, the
rugged little Y man-builder,
crashed through with his colossal Freshman "Applie Marathon", and came out minus
Jive pecks o' appuls!
AND THE "W1NNAH"
Barefooted
Xewboy Johnstone, W. A., dark horse or tne
day, led the field and galloped
majestically across the finish
line in route order to cop "le
grand prix", a pecka pommes.
"Aw, thass nothin'; I'm used
t' lots rougher ground than
that where I come from!" panted the shoeless Mercury modestly as he curled a worn big
toe 'round a clover patch. *"or
you zee, ladeez and gen'mens,
the winnah had travelled higli,
wide, and handsome over tne
muddy route across Bowman
Field, beyond the library (note

to cadets: that's the big building with the large columns;,
around Jess Xeely's homestead,
and back again via tlie water
fount.
FROM BURROUGH PARR.
Rat Boselli, Brooklyn's contribution to the cadet corps,
waded in second with a cocky
smirk, "Aw, Cheez, youse guys
ain't seen nothin'." However,
General Boselli did wear shoes.
Bats
Crawford
and Smith
checked in third and fourth
respectively; while Freshman
Kitchen, prep trackster of renown, upset the dope bucket
and eked out a fifth pecK. So.
with hanging haunches and
tired tembers, the five victors
sauntered off with their prize
fruit to hide it in a laundry
bay 'til the 'ole lady' was out o*
sight.
35 "APPLEBRS" RUN
A goodly crew of about 35
athletically minded Rats jumped

PAGE FIVE

PALOMAR MOUNTAIN IS
SELECTED AS SITE OF
C.I.T.'S BIG TELESCOPE

Compliments of

Try Our Fountain

THAINS AUTO CO,

GRAYS INC.

Sodas—Cigars—Candies
Palomar Mountain, eighty miles
Columbia -o- So. Car.
northeast of San Diego, California,
Phone 9157
1333 Main St.
Night 8663
hae been selected by the California Phone 8633
Columbia, South Carolina
Institute of Technology as the site
of its new telescope, the largest in
the world, for which a 200-inch
mirror is now in the making.
END 10 YEAR SEARCH
Let me order you a suit, or topcoat, or extra pants
The institute has been searching
made
exactly to your individual measure in any style
ten years for the right site for the
you desire and out of any cloth you desire.
telescope, and selected Palomar
Mountain because it is the only
A PERFECT FIT IS GUARANTEED
peak in this section which Koes not
border the desert country on the
east or lie too near the ocean on
the west. It has the atmospheric
conditions regarded by astronomers
as most favorable.
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TAILOfiED-TO-YOUR-MEASURE CLOTHES
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"Judge" Keller

♦» *♦. «♦. .♦. .*. A

the gun right after dinner Saturday, and a mob of bewildered spectators eagerly watched
the grand finish at the Y" .
After a hearty guffaw, Freddie pronounced that his brainchild had been a good 'un, and
that he'd have to pull another
one sometime.
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PATRONIZE

THE STUDENT CLEANERS
CLEANING - PRESSING - ALTERATIONS
Cadet Agents: Roddy Kissam, T. I. Brown, Al Snyder. Rat Price, Pot Johnstone

DOUGLAS E. JONES '36-ENGLISH.
Composition is hard work! "Doug" says:
"When I feel played out, Camels give me
a real snapback in energy."

Ir

*

YOU'LL ENJOY this thrilling
response in your flow of energy!

'

"Even the greatest writers are supposed
to find writing a hard task, and if you
ever have to do any writing you know
just how hard a time the rest of us, who
don't aspire to genius, have in expressing ourselves," says Douglas E.Jones, '36.
"Majoring in English, I put as much energy into writing as a man would use
up in heavy physical labor. When I feel
played out I smoke a Camel. Camels

T

give me a real snapback in energy. They
are so mild that I can smoke all I want
without upsetting my nerves."
You, too, will like Camel's matchless
blend of costlier tobaccos. Mild — but
never flat or "sweetish"—never tiresome
in taste. You'll feel like smoking more...
and you need not hesitate about it! For
with Camels, you will find that steady
smoking does not jangle the nerves.

CAMEL CARAVAN with Glen Gray's Casa Loma Orchestra, Walter O'Keefe,
Annette Hanshaw, and other Headliners-over WABC-Columbia Network. # BRIDGE EXPERT Shepard Barclay says: "Bridge
Tuesday, 10 p.m. E.S.T. —9 p.m. I Thursday, 9 p.m. E.S.T.—8p.m.C.S.T.
calls for concentration. I smoke a Camel frequentC.S.T.—8 p.m. M.S.T.—7 p.m. P.S.T. | —9:30 p.m. M.S.T. — 8:30 p.m. P.S.T. ■ ly, and feel refreshed and mentally alert again!"

Copyright, 1934.
It. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company
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' Hfi e Qu ick Referen ceBoofC
of In form at ion on A11 Su bjects

Webster's
Collegiate
Hfi e BestA bridged Dictionary
"The volume is convenient for quick reference
work, and altogether the best dictionary for
desk work of which I know."—Powell Stewart,
Dept. of English, University of Texas.
Presidents and Department Heads of leading
Universities agree with this opinion.

11,

1934
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O DEVILS KFEAT
TERRIBLE TIGERS IN
DURHAMJATURDAY

NEW-WIDE-RICH COLOR DANCE SASHE
SEE THEM AT HOKE SLOAN'S
How about a New Hat and Suit for the Fair?
I have the newest in Men's Wear for this Season.
GRIFFON CLOTHES — FRIENDjLY FIVE SHOES
CAPSON HATS AND RIEGEL SHIRTS

(Continued from page three)

Clemson passed 15 times. Eight
were grounded or missed and 7
were completed for 7 0 yards.
The Largest of the Merriam-Webster
Abridgments
The lineups:
100,000 entries, including hundreds of new
CLEMSON
POS
DUKE
words with definitions, spellings, and correct
use;aGazetteer;a.BiographicalDictionary;
Fellers
LE ... . Wentz
Foreign Words and Phrases; AbbreviaBrown
LT
Liurner
tions; Punctuation, Use of Capitals.
Many other features of practical value.
Croxton
L<J
....
Jolinsion
1,268 pages. 1,700 illustrations.
See It At Your College Bookstore
Yarbrough ... C .... E. Dunlap
or Write for Information to the
Lewis .... RG . . . R. Dunlap
Publishers.
Black
RT .... i'ower
G. & C. Merriam Ce
Springfield, Mass.
Kissam
RE .... Xarrail
Hinson
QB
ParKer
Berry
HB .... Cornelius
Polger
HB
Ward
Shore
FB . . . Alexanuer
COMPLIMENTS OF
Score by periods:
Clemson
... .0 6 0 0— G
Half Soles from 65c-$1.00
Duke
6 7 7 0—20
Leather Heels 40c.
Summary:
Duke
touchdowns,
Rubber Soles 75c-85c.
Cornelius (2) Parker. Points after
touchdown, Parker (2).
Clemson
Rubber Heels 35c
1324 Main St. COLUMBIA
touchdown: Hinson.
Taps 5c-10c
Officials: Referee, Amis (Georgia
ALL WORK GUARANTEED Tech); Umpire, Cheves (Georgia);
head linesman, Perry (Sewanee) ;
field judge, Frew (W. & L.)

OCTOBER

HOKE SLOAN'S
r»=w;S ^^[g[^igigigHiKiiKi>a>am

When In Columbia
Eat At The

METROPOLITAN CAFE
1520 Main St.

Columbia, S. C.

JtEBHSHiHHBHraSHHIHlHHM
SEHSHHIffiiigigHHSm^

OfLLARDS SHOE SHOP

COMPLIMENTS

OF

WILMAY CAFE

Clemson College Laundry
::
•::::n:::::;::0;:0:::K«?

::;:: :;::;; ;::n; x;r::::.:: :-::::";: x JiiiJiii «KS

Copyright 1934. The American Tobacco Company.

7w^ pet&k
"It's toasted"
V Your throat protection — against irritation
— against cough

the clean center leaves are used in Luckies—because the clean center leaves are the mildest
^leaves...they cost more...they taste better.

I «
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PAGE SEVEN

TIGER-BIRD CONTEST

SPORTS

IS WELL UNDER WAY

The average age of the freshmen
this year at Hunter College Is 16,
although there are three wno are
14 and 21 who are 20 or over

i.

ONLY TWO WEEKS OFF

COLLEGE FURNISHES A
FREE BUS FOR STUDES

Duncan Johnson, Clemson student who was injured in a wrecK
near Anderson last spring, nad his
left arm amputated in Newberry
Friday in an attempt to prevent tne
spread of poison through his system.
Hospital attaches say that he is
resting well following the operation.

So many students of Morningsiile
College, Sioux City's suburban InDR. RICHARD A. BOLT—-Per- stitution of higher learning, work In
sons of superior intellectual stock the downtown section for their
must be encouraged to have more board that the college authorities
babies, or the United Statee will are furnishing a bus to carry them
fall as Rome did.
back and forth at noon.

♦♦♦♦^♦♦♦♦^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦^"^♦^HSMJ*^
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With two hardest games of their
"Suicide Schedule" down in the
hooks and off their minds", the Tigers are anxiously waiting for Saturday and a chance to hattle with
the Kentucky Wildcats in what may
prove to be the Bengal's firet "bigtime" football victory this year.
LET'S BEAT

KENTUCKY

TIGERS CONFIDENT
The Tigers have yet to play
a, listless and unimpressive
game this season, and they're
pointing to the Wildcat encounter with a great deal of
enthusiasm and confidence; so
this contest should be weJl
worth watching and should
prove a close affair.
LET'S BEAT

KENTUCKY

HINSON AND BERRY
With Hinson running true to
form, and Berry tossing passes
.hither and thither, the Tigers are
dangerous, as they have proven in
the last two games, and they'll Dear
watching in the Kentucky engagement.
LET'S BEAT

KENTUCKY

NOT DOWNHEARTED
By defeating the Tigers with
two touchdowns to spare, the
Duke Blue Devils proved to the
football followers that the
Methodists have a great team
Again this year, and will in all
probability win the Southern
Conference championship. The
Bengals were not ashamed of
their loss to Wallace Wade's
boys, because they were defeated by a fine football aggregation, one that will be heard of
considerably before the current
season ends.

DESK LAMPS

NINE MEMBERS
There will be only nine members of this selected group,
"Order of The Block C", Oils
year, one for every game played by the Tigers, and it will
indeed be an honor to be a
member of it. Membership will
immediately and automatically
mark one as a player of unselfishness, one who is interested only in the team and teamwork and not in "grandstand
performances".

STATIONERY SPECIALS

Clemson College Printed Paper
and Envelopes
60 Sheets Paper—25 Envelopes
75c Value for 44c

$1.25

Flexible Gooseneck
Flexible Gooseneck
witb Ashtray

$1.50

Clemson

Steel

Die

Engraved

CROSLEY RADIOS

STATIONERY PACKET

$19.99 and Up

Envelopes and Paper
25c

LET'S BEAT

KENTUCKY

INTERFERENCE NEEDED
After all, if it were not for the
unheralded players who lead tne
man with the ball through the defense, there would be fewer touchdowns and fewer chances to neap
glory on the heads of the bacss
who carry the oval across the goal
line.
LET'S BEAT

PERMIT

AND

EXPLANATION

BLANKS

Come in and Make Yourself at Home.

FREE

Free Scales

to weigh on every day. Postage stamps for sale.
PENNANTTS,

KENTUCKY

SODA,
FANS' TOUCHDOWN
These men who block the
would-be tacklers out of the
play and clear the way for the
backfield men are never heard
of; no one even asks who tney
are.
The fans are interested
only in the score makers and
never in the men, who are
indirectly responsible for the
markers.

CLEMSON

CANDY,

AND

STICKERS,
ALL

MAGAZINES,

YOUJR,

DRUG

STORE

NEEDS.

LET'S BEAT KENTUCKY

X

X

X. (2. QjflazUn
%ua Qompcmu, no.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store
PHONE 75

CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C.

f

LETS BEAT KENTUCKY
BEST BLOCKER
The plan originated to pick the
best blocker in every game the Tigers play and, feature him in THE
TIGER the following week should
tend to improve Clemson's blocking
and interference considerably.
LET'S BEAT

KENTUCKY

T
T
f
T

WHEN VOO CHANGE THE
FACTORS OF PRODUCTION
ALL 50RT5 OF FUNNY
THINGS HAPPEN —
FOR INSTANCE—d.

Copyright, 1934. It. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

SOUND ECONOMICS
/>—ALWAVS BUV THE BE5T ,
IVMHEN IT COSTS NO MORE—
^THAT'S WHV I 5MOKE
r>
GOOD OLD

\\PRINCE ALBERT

t
t
Y
Y
tY
tY

X

X

Y

KENTUCKY

TIGER LINE
Their arguments sound good
to us and our opinions coincide with theirs almost exactly,
but don't forget the Tiger line
•when you're picking all- Conference and
all-state candidates. The Bengals are blessed
with the best line material and
the best forward wall seen here
in several years, and some or
these boys are destined to gain
recognition.

T
♦X

iT

We extend our congratulations to
Roddy Kissam, Mac Folger and to
last week's winner of the "Order
of the Block C", whose name nas
not been announced as this is written. Roddy, winner of the coveted
recognition in the P. C. game, has
been blocking brilliantly in every
game this year, and Folger's work
LET'S BEAT KENTUCKY
has been outstanding also. Mac is
playing his first year or varsity
ALL CONFERENCE
football but 'he performs like a
The football faithful of Tigerveteran.
town have already started talking
of Randy Hinson's chances for allCOLLEGE ECONOMICS
Southern Conference honors. They
are taking it for granted tnat he'll
THERE ARE A LOT OP DIFFERENT
make all-state easily, and most of
KINDS OF ENTREPRENEURS^—
them are of the opinion that he's
OH DEAR VES — THE
a cinch for Conference recognition,
INDIVIDUAL,THE
if he continues his brilliant running
COLLECTIVE
and touchdown-making.
LET'S BEAT

t7

AFTER EVERY CLASS
IT RINGS THE BELL!
IT RINCE ALBERT is a blend of choice, top-quality
tobaccos. And a special process is used which removes every
trace of "bite." Try a tin of Prince Albert. Taste its mild,
mellow fragrance! Consider its richness and body. You'll enjoy, as never before, the full companionship of your pipe!

PRINGE ALBERT
— THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE/
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MODERN COLORS TO
REGISTRATION DAY AT AGRICULTURAL FAIR
FUTURE AG FAIR IS
GRACE DANCE FLOOR PRINCETON 0,; OR WHY (Continued
TO DRAWnoiuMANY
HERE DISCUSSED AT MEET
(Continued from page one)
page one)
REGISTRARS GET GREY regimental parade, concession OF LOGALJAIRYMEN
colors of the various sponsoring
organizations will be artistically
displayed; John Havtlege ie in
charge of the decorations.
ONE IX>LLAR FOR CADETS
The script for cadets will De one
dollar and one dollar and twenty
cents for others.
The affair will
last from 9:30 until 2.

FIFTY SHARPSHOOTERS
REPORT
TO GON COACH
(Continued from page one)
on Monday, Wednesday, and. Thursday nights.
Regular matches will be fired by
wire this year and a number of
shoulder to shoulder matches are
•being planned.

FORESTRY CLUR HAS
ITS FIRST MEETING
(Continued, from page one)

Freshmen Arrive and Prove
Themselves Greener Than
Usual
600 ARE PRESENT
A number of the 6 00 freshmen
at
Princeton University
started
right out letting the world know
they were frosh on registration day.
HAS 211 ROOMMATES
One of the men, asked in a questionaire, to give the number of his
roommates.
He said there were
211. An official asked him about
it, and he said he was certain because he had counted every one in
the registration room.
One refused to let his nickname
be published in the Freshman Herald, because he didn't want his
mother to know what it was. P.
was, it turned out, "Boozer."
NEWLY ARRIVED
Still another, in registering, said
he was born in 1931.
A fourth, when asked, whether he
was going to work for a 'bachelor
of arts or a bachelor of science degree, asted the registrar which was
the easier to get.
At the end of the day the registration force wiped its brows ana
put the Princeton Class of 193S
clown as the greenest on record.

was elected to the presidency. W.
D. Evans was voted vice president
and W. O. Nisbet was elected secretary-treasurer. Professor Duane
B. Rosenkrans, Associate Professor of Botany, is faculty adviser.
While membership in this organization is composed of men from
PAUL BELLAMY, newspaper ediall four classes, all juniors and
seniors in it are forestry majors, tor, to college publicity directors'
while the freshmen and sophs may convention—Go 'back to your colbe majoring in any course.
lege presidents and tell them to get
teachers who a,re producers or
LET'S BEAT KENTUCKY
ideas1.

booths, and a dance.
TO BE GALA EVERT
The all-day celebration will begin
Friday morning with all departments of the Agricultural School
observing "open house" for visitors
and will terminate Friday night
with the Agricultural Ball. Tentative plans are being made ror a
regimental parade at noon Friday.
This will be followed at two o'clock
by the opening of exhibit and concession booths in the field uouse,
which will remain open till midnight. Not only will each department in the School of Agriculture
have an exhibit, but the Department of Agricultural Education in
the 'School of Vocational
Education and the Department of Agricultural Chemistry in the School
of Chemistry are also to have demonstrations.
Juniors and seniors majoring in
Agriculture are in charge of directing the fall festival with the aid
of advice from members 'pf the
agricultural faculty. The followingstudents will act in executive capacity: L. A. Gause, general manager;
K. W. McGee and D. T. Pope, publicity directors; J. T. Rivers, cnalrman of concessions and entertainment; J. H. Cochran, chairman of
finance; W. M. Thackston, chairman
of dance.
PROF. KENNETH DAMERON—
The small business man may have
to be dropped from the American
economic system.
LET S BEAT

KENTUCKY

Rivers Leads Talk About Fall
Festival; New Members
Taken In
TENTATIVE

PLANS

OCTOBER

11,
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"Carolina Flowers", Greenville, S. C.

"Bill" Williams,

Agent.
Treat yourself to the Best
and you won't be disappointed. "Y" Barber Shop

LEY & KAY

MADE

Thains Electric

The Clemson College Dairy Club
held its semi-monthly meeting last
Thursday night at 6:45 in the
Dairy Building.
Pres. J. T. Rivers led a disCOMPLETE AUTO SERVICE
cussion of plans tor the "Fall Festival of the School of Agriculture".
Columbia
Tentative plans were made Tor tne 1310 Taylor St.
festival. T. S. Strange was elected
chairman for the planning and
building of the Dairy CIUD booth.
At the conclusion of the discussion, refreshments were served, alter which new members were officially "taken in" the Dairy Club.
Sponsored by the Y. M. C. A.
ARTHUR J. SINNOTT, editor—
80c FOR TEN LESSONS
Journalism is not an easy career
Other rates obtainable.
to choose; its rewards are only for
See
BERTRAM or BACOT
the eternally critical, eternally curious, eternally self-disciplined.
928 — 902
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GARAGE

DIVING AND SWIMMING
INSTRUCTIONS
-

Compliments of

The Savoy Cate
Columbia
1327 Main St.
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SEE "SNOZ" DOBSON
For Your

TAILORED SUIT
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Representing

Compliments of

SCHAEFER TAILORING CO.
Room 625

THE DESOTO HOTEL
Columbia, South Carolina
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... and while we*re
talking about cigarettes

iU a^-"
the cigarette that's MILDER
the cigarette that TASTES BETTER

MONDAY
ROSA
PONSELLE

WEDNESDAY
NINO
MARTINI

SATURDAY
GRETE
STUECKGOLD

KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS
© 1934, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO.
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